Introduction
============

A hallmark of cognitive aging is slowed processing speed, or a decrease in the rate at which people perform perceptual, motor, and decision making tasks. Because processing speed is one of the strongest predictors of performance across cognitive tasks in older adults (Salthouse and Ferrer-Caja, [@B58]), it is the foundation of a major hypothesis for age-related cognitive decline (Salthouse, [@B55]). Our understanding of age-related neural changes affecting processing speed is limited, however. This is largely because processing speed is not a unitary construct and does not involve a single neural system, but is rather a reflection of coordinated activity across multiple neural networks. Even the simplest processing speed tasks require stimulus perception, decision making and planning, motor performance, and performance evaluation. Age-related changes in some or all of the networks that support these functions could affect behavioral measures of processing speed. For this reason a systems approach may be essential for understanding the neurobiology of age-related declines in processing speed.

Early neurobiological explanations for age-related changes in processing speed focused on cortical declines in neuropil and myelin (Morris and McManus, [@B41]; Salthouse, [@B54]; Miller, [@B40]). More recently, whole brain gray matter volume and white matter fractional anisotropy have been associated with processing speed (Coffey et al., [@B14]; Charlton et al., [@B12]; Vernooij et al., [@B68]; Schiavone et al., [@B60]). These results appear to be due, in part, to regionally specific structural declines in attention-related neural systems, particularly within prefrontal cortex (Kennedy and Raz, [@B34]; Bartzokis et al., [@B5]). Additional structural declines in motor and sensory cortex are likely to contribute to age-related changes in processing speed, however, given the important contribution of perceptual and motor function to processing speed measures (Welford, [@B69]; Salthouse, [@B56]).

One pathophysiological mechanism underlying the structural changes associated with processing speed appears to be cerebral small vessel disease (Gunning-Dixon and Raz, [@B25]; Prins et al., [@B44]; Au et al., [@B4]; van den Heuvel et al., [@B66]; van Dijk et al., [@B67]). While the widespread pattern of cerebral small vessel disease likely affects a variety of neural systems, there is evidence that it reduces engagement of dorsolaterateral prefrontal cortex during working memory tasks (Nordahl et al., [@B42]) and slows processing speed (Kochunov et al., [@B35]). It is not clear, however, whether these frontal effects account for all the age-related anatomical changes underlie processing speed or whether there are additional networks that contribute to age-related declines in processing speed.

This cross-sectional study was designed to identify putative neural networks exhibiting age-related structural changes that account for age-related changes in processing speed. Structural networks appear to share topological features with functional networks (He et al., [@B29]; Honey et al., [@B31]), due in part to underlying long and short range fiber connections between regions (Bullmore and Sporns, [@B9]). As a consequence, structural and functional networks can be affected in conditions such as Alzheimer\'s disease and multiple sclerosis (He et al., [@B28], [@B30]). We examined the structural covariance of voxels across the brain to test the hypothesis that distinct patterns of gray matter covariance would predict age-related changes in processing speed, compared to a single prefrontal network. We also examined the extent to which cerebral small vessel disease could explain the link between age-related changes in structural networks and processing speed, thus providing evidence of a potential mechanism for age-related structural changes that have a broad impact on cognitive function.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Participants
------------

Forty-two healthy adults (age range 19--79; 64% female; mean education of 18.2 years; mean Hollingshead socioeconomic status of 51.8) were recruited from the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC) community and the Charleston, S.C. area. To be included in this study, subjects had to score a 27 or higher on the Mini-Mental Status Exam, have no history of neurologic or psychiatric events, be free of central nervous system acting medications, and meet the safety criteria for MRI scanning. The older adults (\>60 years) in this study did not report a history of significant cardiovascular problems (e.g., heart attack, stent placement, or bypass surgery). In addition, there was no evidence that taking anti-hypertension medications in the older adults (8 of 18 subjects) was related to the structural or behavioral measures described below. Informed consent was obtained from each participant for this Medical University of South Carolina Institutional Review Board-approved project and the experiments were conducted in accordance to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Processing speed assessment
---------------------------

A large number of cognitive processes are involved in processing speed tasks. Processing speed was operationally defined in this study as (1) perceptual and motor processing speed using tasks that place limited demands on working memory and inhibition of responses, as well as (2) executive processing speed that was assessed by requiring subjects to alternate between behavioral plans. The executive processing speed task required subjects to continuously inhibit the rule guiding the previous behavior and maintain stimulus representations in working memory.

The two processing speed constructs were measured using the Connections Test (Salthouse et al., [@B59]), a variant of the Trail Making Test (Reitan, [@B49]), in which subjects connect circled letters and/or numbers in alphabetic and numeric sequence. The letters and/or numbers are pseudo-randomly organized in a 7 × 7 array of circles on a sheet of paper, with the next target located at an adjacent location. The close proximity of the adjacent target is designed to limit the motor demands of the task (Salthouse et al., [@B59]). In one form of the test, Connections Simple, subjects connect as many numbers or letters as possible in 20 s. Subjects complete two trials of the letters form and two trials of the numbers form. Performance is averaged across the four trials to provide a single estimate of processing speed. This test is postulated to involve target identification, search and perceptual comparison to verify target, response, and determination of the next item in the sequence. For the other form of the test, Connections Complex, subjects alternate between drawing a line between a number and a letter, again in alphabetic and numeric sequence. Subjects complete two trials starting with a number and two trials starting with a letter. Performance is averaged across the four trials to provide a single estimate of processing speed. In addition to the perceptual and motor processes required for identifying the well entrained symbols, the Connections Complex test requires subjects to switch between stimulus types (letters and numbers) thereby engaging working memory and inhibitory systems. By removing Connections Simple performance from the Connections Complex score, the Connections Test provides estimates of executive processing speed (Connections Complex), as well as perceptual and motor processing speed (Connections Simple). The Connections Test was selected for this study because performance is robustly affected by age, relates strongly to other measures of processing speed, and predicts age-related cognitive changes for constructs such as reasoning (Salthouse, [@B57]), thereby providing generalization of findings from this study to other indices of processing speed and cognition.

Sub-tests from the Woodcock--Johnson Tests of Achievement and Cognitive Abilities (Woodcock et al., [@B70]) were administered to determine the extent to which age-related changes were specific to processing speed or observed across cognitive measures. The sub-tests included a test of working memory in which subjects repeat in reverse order a list of numbers orally presented to them (Numbers Reversed), a test of vocabulary knowledge in which subjects provide the names for drawings of objects (Picture Vocabulary), and a processing speed test in which subjects circle identical numbers in a row of six numbers (Visual Matching). In the Visual Matching test, task difficulty increases as the number of digits in the stimuli increases from one digit numbers to three digit numbers. The number of correct items completed in 3 min is used as the estimate for processing speed. The Visual Matching test is similar to the Connections Simple test in that it places demands on perceptual and motor speed. For this reason, the Visual Matching test provided a measure to verify results from the Connections Simple test. The Numbers Reversed test was used to verify that Connections Complex performance, after controlling for Connections Simple, was related to working memory. Numbers Reversed data was missing for two subjects. The Picture Vocabulary test is un-timed and was used to examine the specificity of anatomical associations with processing speed compared to vocabulary knowledge, a cognitive domain that is relatively preserved with increasing age (Singer et al., [@B61]).

The raw scores of the Connections and Woodcock--Johnson sub-tests were converted to within-sample *Z*-scores, based on the mean and standard deviation of the scores for each test, so that the behavioral tests and structural covariance measures described below had the same psychometric properties. The raw scores for all of the behavioral measures are presented in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}, along with the cognitive construct that each measure is thought to assess.

###### 

**Mean and SD of the raw scores from the behavioral measures and the cognitive domain that each measures is proposed to assess**.

  Test name                                        Mean raw score (SD)   Cognitive domain construct                                                                                    Source
  ------------------------------------------------ --------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  Connections Simple[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="fn"}    27.08 (8.58)          Perceptual and motor processing speed                                                                         Salthouse et al. ([@B59])
  Connections Complex[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="fn"}   15.14 (5.58)          Executive processing speed (perceptual and motor + working memory, task switching, and response inhibition)   Salthouse et al. ([@B59])
  Visual Matching[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="fn"}       50.86 (7.82)          Perceptual and motor processing speed                                                                         WJ III -- Tests of Cognitive Abilities
  Numbers Reversed[^‡^](#tfn2){ref-type="fn"}      17.85 (4.91)          Working memory                                                                                                WJ III -- Tests of Cognitive Abilities
  Picture Vocabulary[^†^](#tfn1){ref-type="fn"}    37.21 (3.48)          Vocabulary knowledge                                                                                          WJ III -- Tests of Achievement

^†^*N = 42*.

^‡^*N = 40*.

Image acquisition
-----------------

Structural images were collected on a Philips 3T Intera scanner (Philips Medical Systems, The Netherlands) using an eight-channel SENSE head coil (reduction factor = 2). T1-weighted images were collected for brain structure analyses (160 slices with a 256 × 256 matrix, TR = 8.13 ms, TE = 3.70 ms, flip angle = 8°, slice thickness = 1.0 mm, and no slice gap). Fluid-attenuated inversion-recovery (FLAIR) images were collected to identify regions of cerebral small vessel disease (60 slices with a 256 × 256 matrix, TR = 1100 ms, TE = 125 ms, flip angle = 90°, slice thickness = 2.00 mm, and no slice gap).

Structural image processing
---------------------------

A standardized template composed of young subjects (e.g., ICBM-152) is often used in imaging studies to normalize individual images into a common coordinate system for comparison. To ensure that images from younger and older subjects were properly co-registered to a common coordinate space, a study-specific template was created using unified segmentation and diffeomorphic image registration (DARTEL) in SPM5 (Ashburner and Friston, [@B3]; Ashburner, [@B2]). Unified segmentation was performed simultaneously to bias-field correct and segment each subject\'s image into native space gray matter, white matter, and CSF probabilistic images. The segmented gray matter images were then normalized using the DARTEL procedure, which involves diffeomorphic registration to preserve cortical topology using a membrane bending energy or Laplacian model (Ashburner, [@B2]). This procedure creates invertible and smooth deformations of each subject\'s native space gray matter image into a common coordinate space, as well as producing a template that is representative of the brain size and shape of all the participants (Harris et al., [@B27]). The DARTEL procedure and creation of a study-specific template were chosen for this aging study to reduce normalization error that might occur with other normalization procedures. An analysis of the Jacobian determinant images, obtained from the gray matter DARTEL flow fields, demonstrated age-related changes in the extent to which images from the youngest and oldest subjects had to be displaced to fit to the template (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). However, the DARTEL procedure provided for consistent spatial registration of brain regions across the sample (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, modulation was performed to adjust the local signal intensity of gray matter or white matter voxels to reflect the degree of volumetric displacement that occurred during normalization. Finally, a Gaussian smoothing kernel of 8 mm was used to ensure that the data were normally distributed and to limit false positive results[^1^](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}.

![**Images from the youngest and oldest adults required the most volume displacement during normalization, but visual inspection demonstrates that there were no DARTEL normalization errors due to this displacement**. **(A)** Jacobian determinant images, that reflect the degree of volumetric displacement during normalization, were obtained from the DARTEL gray matter flow fields. There was significant age-related variation in the extent to which regions surrounding the ventricles and CSF in general required displacement during normalization (1% FDR). The results are overlaid on the study-specific DARTEL template. **(B)** An estimate \[eigenvariate from the age-related effect shown in **(A)**\] of how much each subject\'s lateral ventricles had to be displaced to fit to the template is plotted across age demonstrating that many younger, middle-aged, and older subjects required little ventricle displacement. Note that total gray matter volume was not related to the amount of ventricular displacement (GM, gray matter). **(C)** Visual inspection of the normalized gray matter images in three young female subjects and three of the oldest female subjects \[labeled numerically in **(B)**\] requiring the most volume displacement demonstrates that all were appropriately normalized to a common space. Note the close correspondence in the position of the head of the caudate across the six subjects (red arrows). Note also that there were areas where white matter regions were segmented as gray matter in the older adults (yellow arrows) and identified using SBM (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).](fnhum-04-010-g001){#F1}

Source based morphometry
------------------------

Source based morphometry (SBM) is a multivariate analysis that, like voxel based morphometry (VBM), can be used to examine the relation between regional gray matter volume or white matter volume and a dependent variable such as processing speed (Xu et al., [@B71],[@B72]). Unlike VBM, SBM decomposes variation in gray matter and white matter across the images of subjects into sources of common variance, thus effectively reducing the problem of multiple comparisons that is present in VBM analyses in which thousands of voxels are examined in multiple univariate comparisons. Because specific patterns of gray matter covariance have been related spatially to patterns of activation in functional networks (Honey et al., [@B31]; Bullmore and Sporns, [@B9]), SBM provides the opportunity to determine the extent to which variation in gray matter across the source or component predicts processing speed. Specific examples of structural components that are spatially consistent with functional networks, such as the default mode network, are presented below.

In addition to identifying variation in anatomy that may underlie functional networks, SBM also provides the opportunity to: (1) identify the extent to which a component is driven by a common factor that would cause brain regions to scale together, such as brain size; and (2) identify an etiological factor such as cerebral small vessel disease that could affect distinct cortical regions due to the deafferentation stemming from white matter pathology. In sum, SBM was used in this study to identify distinct patterns of age-related change in brain morphology.

SBM was performed using the GIFT toolbox version 1.3g[^2^](#fn2){ref-type="fn"}. The normalized, modulated, and smoothed gray matter and white matter images from all 42 subjects were first analyzed to estimate the total number of components by sub-sampling the images until the estimated entropy rate was equivalent to the entropy rate of an independent random process with a Gaussian distribution. To determine the number of components, dimension estimation was performed of components, was performed using the minimum description length (MDL) criteria and modified to account for spatial correlation (Li et al., [@B39]). The MDL criteria estimates the number of components from the maximum log-likelihood of the images (number of sub-sampled voxel by sample size and the log of the covariance matrix across the sample), with a penalty for complexity based on the number of free parameters (sample size). This analysis yielded an estimate of seven gray matter and four white matter independent components.

Independent component analysis was then performed using an infomax algorithm that minimizes the mutual information of neural networks (Bell and Sejnowski, [@B7]). Each of the 42 images was converted into a single vector, thereby creating a 42-case row by gray matter voxel or white matter voxel matrix. This matrix was decomposed into a source matrix that represents the degree to which each voxel contributes to a component, as well as a mixing matrix that represents a standardized estimate of tissue volume within each independent component for each subject. In other words, people with low gray matter or white matter values within one brain region of the component are likely to have low gray matter or white matter values, respectively, in another region within the component. Therefore, SBM is analogous to the volumetric comparison performed in VBM analyses, while examining data that has been reduced into gray matter or white matter constructs representing the values from across the source.

White matter hyperintensity measures
------------------------------------

Guided by previous studies in which small cerebral vessel disease was measured on MRI scans (Prins et al., [@B44]; van Dijk et al., [@B67]), the number of distinct WMH (white matter hyperintensities) was counted in each subject\'s FLAIR image. A series of image processing steps were taken to increase the reliability of WMH classification. The FLAIR images were normalized into the gray matter DARTEL space by co-registering the original FLAIR and T1 scans using the SPM5 mutual information function and then applying the DARTEL normalization parameters to the FLAIR images. WMH were defined as clusters of at least two adjacent voxels across two image sections that had at least a 30% increase in signal intensity relative to the mean of the white matter signal (Trebbe et al., [@B65]) within the 50% probability DARTEL white matter template. The intra- and inter-rater reliability for the volume of labeled WMH was Cronbach\'s α = 0.93 and 0.90, respectively. The frequency of WMH across subjects did not have a normal distribution (Kolmogorov--Smirnov test of normal distribution: *Z* = 1.90, *p* \< 0.001). For this reason, cerebral small vessel disease was categorized as: (1) not present; (2) mild; or (3) modest to pronounced, based on the distribution of WMH among people with WMH. This classification was compared with a neuroradiologist\'s (author Donna R. Roberts) clinical assessment of the scans where WMH were considered clinically typical for the demographic characteristics of the subjects and were classified as: (1) not present; (2) scattered non-specific white matter foci; and (3) scattered non-specific white matter foci as well as periventricular white matter foci. The reliability between the WMH counts and radiological assessment was Cronbach\'s α = 0.89. This association validates the WMH count classification, particularly given that the radiological assessment was performed with demographic information. There was no evidence of major vessel infarcts and all subjects were typically functioning adults with no reported history of cerebral vascular events.

To create a density map describing the spatial location of WMH across subjects, WMH regions exhibiting a 30% increase in signal relative to the mean white matter signal were manually labeled on the normalized FLAIR images and a binary image was created representing WMH regions for each subject. These images also were used to perform non-parametric lesion-symptom mapping using the NPM software[^3^](#fn3){ref-type="fn"} (Rorden et al., [@B52]), in which processing speed was related to the presence or absence of WMH at each voxel location in the brain (1% FDR). This analysis highlighted brain regions where WMH were likely to occur and be associated with slow processing speed.

Statistics
----------

Multiple regression and correlation analyses were performed to characterize the extent to which age was associated with the cognitive measures, as well as the gray matter components. We hypothesized that multiple neural systems would uniquely predict age-related changes in processing speed. To test this hypothesis, Pearson correlation and multiple regression were performed to examine the extent to which a single gray matter component or multiple components were associated with age-related changes in processing speed. We then examined the extent to which the white matter components would (1) predict additive variance in processing speed or (2) were related to the gray matter components and provided evidence of a specific neural system that was affected by age and related to processing speed. To test the prediction that cerebral small vessel disease underlies structural changes associated with age-related changes in processing speed, multiple regression was subsequently performed to examine the extent to which WMH predicted processing speed and the gray matter components.

Results
=======

Age-related changes in cognition
--------------------------------

Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} demonstrates that processing speed slowed with increasing age. After controlling for Connections Simple performance, however, age was no longer significantly associated with Connections Complex or Numbers Reversed and the strength of relation with Visual Matching was diminished. Numbers Reversed was positively related to Connections Complex performance after covarying out Connections Simple performance \[*r*~(39)~ = 0.34, *p* \< 0.05\], thereby supporting the premise that Connections Complex is uniquely measuring executive function such as working memory compared to Connections Simple. These results indicate that processing speed, particularly involving perceptual and motor function, exhibited cross-sectional decline with age.

###### 

**Pearson correlations between age and the behavioral measures**.

           Connections Simple   Connections Complex   Visual Matching   Numbers Reversed   Picture Vocabulary
  -------- -------------------- --------------------- ----------------- ------------------ --------------------
  Age      −0.72\*\*\*          −0.66\*\*\*           −0.75\*\*\*       −0.32\*            −0.08
  Age^†^   −                    −0.13                 −0.31\*           −0.06              0.10

*\*p* \<* 0.05, \*\*\* p* \< *0.001*.

^†^*Connections Simple Covaried*.

Gray matter components and age-related changes
----------------------------------------------

Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} presents the seven independent gray matter components that were identified using SBM. They included: (*1*) a component involving ventromedial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate and bilateral parietal regions that have a spatial pattern that is similar to the default mode network; (*2*) a bilateral temporal pole, posterior cerebellar hemisphere, motor, prefrontal, and anterior and mid-cingulate component; (*3*) a brainstem, right superior frontal sulcus, right posterior cingulate sulcus, left inferior temporal gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, and left cerebellar hemisphere component; (*4*) a bilateral superior cerebellar and intraparietal sulcus component; (*5*) a bilateral visual cortex component; (*6*) a bilateral anterior insula, basal ganglia, anterior medial temporal lobe, inferior and lateral cerebellar, and occipital--temporal--parietal junction (MT) component and (*7*) an inferior temporal gyrus and inferior cerebellar component.

![**Results demonstrating the seven independent gray matter components that were identified using SBM**. *Components 1*, *2*, *4*, and *5* in particular, have spatial patterns that are frequently observed in analyses of functional imaging data (Raichle et al., [@B45]; Greicius et al., [@B23]; Beckmann et al., [@B6]; Damoiseaux et al., [@B17]; Calhoun et al., [@B10]). *Components 1*, *3*, *4*, *6*, and *7* exhibited age-related changes. *Components 2*, *3*, *4*, and *7* exhibited significant associations with processing speed, as defined by the Connections Simple task involving perceptual and motor speed. Only *component 6* was related to higher order processing speed function (working memory and inhibition) as measured by Connections Complex after controlling for Connections Simple performance. Left/right refers to left and right hemisphere.](fnhum-04-010-g002){#F2}

Age was significantly related to gray matter volume variation within *components 1*, *3*, *4*, *6*, and *7*. The relation between age and *component 1* (default mode network), in particular, was explained by the strong relation between total gray matter volume and *component 1* \[*r*~(41)~ = 0.90, *p* \< 0.001\]. Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} shows that the association between age and *components 4*, *6*, and *7* were largely independent of global changes in gray matter volume.

###### 

**The Pearson correlation of each gray matter component with each behavioral measure is presented to show the specificity of the components to each processing speed measure, before and after controlling for perceptual and motor speed that was measured by Connections Simple.** Note the consistently strong correlations for *components* *4* and *7* with measures of perceptual and motor processing speed.

                                                     Component 1   Component 2   Component 3   Component 4   Component 5   Component 6   Component 7
  -------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Age                                                −0.34\*       −0.21         0.42\*\*      −0.61\*\*\*   −0.10         −0.46\*\*     0.53\*\*\*
  Age (total GM covaried)                            0.17          −0.06         0.23          −0.52\*\*\*   0.13          −0.48\*\*\*   0.46\*\*
  Connections Simple                                 0.26          0.42\*\*      −0.42\*\*     0.50\*\*\*    0.02          0.26          −0.52\*\*\*
  Connections Complex                                0.21          0.24          −0.43\*\*     0.43 \*\*     0.03          0.43\*\*      −0.33\*
  Connections Complex (simple performance removed)   −0.01         −0.19         −0.14         0.03          0.02          0.38\*        0.18
  Visual Matching                                    0.18          0.33\*        −0.42\*       0.49\*\*\*    0.08          0.42\*\*      −0.34\*
  Visual Matching (simple performance removed)       −0.04         −0.00         −0.15         0.16          0.10          0.34\*        0.10
  Numbers Reversed                                   0.05          0.05          −0.13         0.09          0.06          0.36\*        −0.08
  Picture Vocabulary                                 0.19 \*       −0.09         −0.12         0.18          0.29\*        0.03          0.06

*\*p* \< *0.05, \*\*p* \< *0.01, \*\*\*p* \< *0.001*.

In contrast to the other components, *component 7* exhibited an age-related increase in tissue volume, due in part to classification of white matter as gray matter in areas anterior to the horn of the lateral ventricles (orange arrows in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *component 7*) where there are WMH (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}A). The inverse of *component 7* (*7a* in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) includes regions where there is less gray matter relative to the regions in *component 7* after controlling for variance attributable to the other gray matter components. These regions exhibit age-related decreases in volume, including anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex regions in *component 7a* \[e.g. ACC region with age: *r*~(41)~ = −0.37, *p* \< 0.05\].

Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} demonstrates that gray matter *components 2*, *3*, *4*, *7* predicted processing speed (*p* \< .01 to *p* \< .001). These four components were entered in the first level of a hierarchical multiple regression analysis that demonstrated *component 2* (std. beta = 0.24, *p* \< 0.05), *component 4* (std. beta = 0.36, *p* \< 0.01), and *component 7* (std. beta = −0.41, *p* \< 0.001) predicted significant unique variance in Connections Simple performance (multiple *R* = 0.74, *p* \< 0.001). However, brainstem *component 3* (std. beta = −0.12, ns) predicted Connections Simple performance because of shared variance with the motor, prefrontal, posterior cerebellar *component 2* and the superior cerebellar *component 4*. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} presents scatter plots of the combined predictive value of the three gray matter components for Connections Simple processing speed, as well as the unique contribution of each variable. Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates that the association with Connections Simple is particularly robust across subjects for *components 4* and *7*. Age was entered in a second level of the regression and demonstrated that the unique relations between processing speed and *components 4* and *7* was dependent on age (*component 4*: std. beta = 0.12, ns; *component 7*: std. beta = −0.20, ns). Age-related *components 1* and *6* did not significantly predict Connections Simple performance, thereby indicating spatial specificity for age-related structural changes that predict processing speed.

![**Combined and unique gray matter *components 2, 4*, and 7 associations with Connections Simple processing speed**. Note that gray matter *component 2* is driven in part by two young subjects with elevated gray matter (positive values), which is represented by the relatively lower correlation estimates with Connections Simple presented in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}.](fnhum-04-010-g003){#F3}

Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} demonstrates *components 4* and *7* were not related to Connections Complex after controlling for perceptual and motor variance as measured by Connections Simple. Only the inferior frontal, anterior insula, basal ganglia, amygdala, and inferior cerebellar *component 6* was related to Connections Complex after controlling for Connections Simple \[*r*~(41)~ = 0.38, *p* \< 0.05\], thereby providing a double dissociation between components related to perceptual and motor processing speed (*components 2*, *4*, and *7* with Connections Simple) compared to one component specifically related to executive function processing speed (*component 6* with Connections Complex after controlling for Connections Simple). The strength of the relation between *component 6* and Connections Complex (executive processing speed) was not affected after controlling for total gray matter volume and age \[partial *r*~(39)~ = 0.34, *p* \< 0.05\], but was due in part to a common underlying association with working memory performance as measured by Numbers Reversed \[partial *r*~(39)~ = 0.29, *p* = 0.07\].

Linkage across white matter and gray matter components
------------------------------------------------------

Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} presents the four white matter components that were identified using SBM. Only white matter *component 2* was significantly related to Connections Simple processing speed \[*r*~(41)~ = 0.44, *p* \< 0.01\]. This component was spatially consistent with cerebellar gray matter *component 4* and included regions within the cerebellar peduncles, brainstem, and posterior limb of the internal capsule. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows that individual variation in *component 2* white matter volume was strongly related to cerebellar *component 4* gray matter volume \[*r*~(41)~ = 0.68, *p* \< 0.001\] and predicted the same variance in Connections Simple performance as the gray matter *component 4* \[white matter *component 2*: partial *r*~(39)~ = 0.16, ns, controlling for gray matter *component 4*\]. Spatially consistent variation in gray matter and white matter components was also observed for white matter *component 4*, which included prefrontal white matter, and frontal gray matter *component 7*. White matter and gray matter volume variation in these components were also significantly correlated \[*r*~(41)~ = −0.51, *p* \< 0.001\].

![**SBM results demonstrating the four independent white matter components that were identified**. White matter *components 2* and *4* were significantly related to age \[*r*~(41)~ = −0.49, *p* \< 0.001 and *r*~(41)~ = −0.32, *p* \< 0.05, respectively\]. Only white matter *component 2* was significantly related to Connections Simple processing speed \[*r*~(41)~ = 0.44, *p* \< 0.005\].](fnhum-04-010-g004){#F4}

![**Structural covariance between cerebellar gray matter and brainstem white matter**. **(A)** Gray matter *component 4* is displayed with white matter *component 2* to demonstrate the space correspondence between the components (left hemisphere: top row; right hemisphere: bottom row). Note that the white matter component abuts regions of the gray matter component, including in regions throughout the cerebellum, parietal cortex, and parietal--occipital--temporal cortex (red arrows). **(B)** Individual variation in the volume estimates for gray matter *component 4* and white matter *component 2* are significantly correlated \[*r*~(41)~ = .68, *p* \< 0.001\]. People with elevated cerebellar gray matter had elevated white matter within regions that project to the cerebellum. The circles are shaded to indicate that both components predict performance on the Connections Simple processing speed measure.](fnhum-04-010-g005){#F5}

Cerebral small vessel disease: Declines in morphology and processing speed
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

There was an age-related increase in the frequency of WMH \[*F*~(2,41)~ = 16.65, *p* \< 0.001\]. The seventeen subjects not exhibiting WMH were significantly younger than the 16 subjects exhibiting a mild degree of WMH (mean difference = 17.84 years) and the nine subjects exhibiting moderate to pronounced WMH (mean difference = 34.88 years). Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A presents a probability map demonstrating that WMH were most likely to be observed in periventricular white matter regions.

![**The impact of cerebral small vessel disease on processing speed**. **(A)** A probability map of WMH. WMH were observed with the highest probability in periventricular regions, as well as the optic radiations. The orange arrows indicate the location of WMH where white matter was segmented as gray matter and identified as part of *component 7* (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} -- orange arrow). **(B)** Nonparametric lesion-mapping results demonstrating locations of WMH most consistently associated with slow processing speed. **(C)** The presence of a WMH anywhere within the regions presented in **(B)** was determined for each subject in order to examine the impact of WMH in these regions on processing speed (1% FDR = *Z* score threshold of 2.33). The scatter plots compare Connections Simple performance for people with and without WMH in the right corona radiata (blue arrow), left posterior periventricular white matter (pink arrow), and right anterior periventricular white matter (orange arrow) regions. The circles are shaded to indicate the degree to which each subject\'s lateral ventricles had to be displaced during normalization (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). Note that the people with WMH had images requiring the most displacement during normalization \[WMH classification comparison with ventricle displacement: *F*~(2,41)~ = 8.95, *p* \< .001\]. Left/right refers to left and right hemisphere.](fnhum-04-010-g006){#F6}

Subjects without evidence of WMH exhibited faster processing speed than subjects with mild WMH and with moderate to pronounced WMH when processing speed was measured by Connections Simple \[*F*~(2,41)~ = 10.75, *p* \< 0.001\], Visual Matching \[*F*~(2,41)~ = 9.89, *p* \< 0.001\], and Connections Complex \[*F*~(2,41)~ = 6.24, *p* \< 0.001\], but not Connections Complex after controlling for Connections Simple variance \[*F*~(2,41)~ = 0.14, ns\]. Figures [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}B,C demonstrates that perceptual and motor processing speed was particularly slow in people who had exhibited WMH posterolateral to the atrium of the lateral ventricle, anterior to the horn of the lateral ventricle and just superior to the body of the lateral ventricle in the corona radiata. People with the most pronounced WMH also demonstrated the most ventricle deformation during normalization (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}C).

We also examined the extent to which the frequency of WMH was related to the gray matter components. There was a significant difference only for *component 7* \[*F*~(2,41)~ = 8.38, *p* \< 0.001\]. The gray matter volume estimate was increased in *component 7* and decreased in *component 7a* for subjects with the most WMH. For example, subjects with pronounced WMH had increased *component 7* gray matter estimates in the white matter region anterior to the lateral ventricle \[*F*~(2,41)~ = 13.89, *p* \< 0.001; region shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *7*\] and decreased gray matter in ACC \[*F*~(2,41)~ = 4.60, *p* \< 0.05; region shown in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, *7a*\].

Given the strong relation between WMH and gray matter *component 7*, hierarchical multiple regression analysis was performed to determine the extent to which WMH explained the association between *component 7* and processing speed. A regression nearly identical to the one described above was performed, with the exception that dummy variables representing no WMH and moderate to pronounced WMH were entered in the second level of the regression and redundant gray matter *component 3* was not included. Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows that there was not a significant *R*^2^ change with the addition of the WMH data. However, the unique predictive strength of *component 7* was substantially reduced with the addition of the WMH dummy variables. The *component 7* Std. Beta in Level 1 was −0.43, *p* \< 0.0005 and with the inclusion of the WMH dummy variables in Level 2 the *component 7* Std. Beta was −0.30, *p* \< 0.05. *Components 4* and *7* were not unique predictors of processing speed when age was entered in the regression, again demonstrating that the association between these components and processing speed is age-dependent.

###### 

**Hierarchical regression model demonstrating that WMH shares significant variance with gray matter ***component 7*** in the prediction of Connections Simple processing speed**.

  Model                        Variables        Std. beta   *t*         Sig.
  ---------------------------- ---------------- ----------- ----------- ------------
  *F* = 14.29                  *Component 2*    0.26        2.27        0.0290
  *p* \< 0.00001               *Component 4*    0.39        3.46        0.0014
  *R* = 0.73                   *Component 7*    −**0.43**   −**3.80**   **0.0005**
  *F* = 9.55                   *Component 2*    0.24        2.01        0.0514
  *p* \< 0.00001               *Component 4*    0.34        2.90        0.0062
  *R* = 0.76                   *Component 7*    −**0.30**   −**2.31**   **0.0270**
  *R*^2^ = 0.04, ns            WMH pronounced   −0.14       −1.04       ns
                               WMH none         0.15        1.10        ns
  *F* = 9.70                   *Component 2*    0.27        2.36        0.0243
  *p* \< 0.00001               *Component 4*    0.12        0.82        ns
  *R* = 0.79                   *Component 7*    −0.19       −1.37       ns
  *R*^2^ = 0.05, *p* \< 0.05   WMH pronounced   −0.09       −0.67       ns
                               WMH none         −0.01       −0.04       ns
                               Age              −0.44       −2.25       0.0310

*The significant values are indicated by bold*.

Discussion
==========

Age-related changes in processing speed have been attributed to structural declines in prefrontal cortex (Kennedy and Raz, [@B34]; Bartzokis et al., [@B5]). We observed that a putative frontal network composed of ACC and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex regions predicted age-related changes in processing speed. This association appears to be driven by cerebral small vessel disease as the people with the most WMH exhibited the lowest gray matter volume in this frontal network and had the slowest processing speed. A putative cerebellar network also uniquely predicted processing speed, but was not related to cerebral small vessel disease, thereby demonstrating that age-related changes in at least two different networks contribute to age-related changes in processing speed.

Methodological considerations
-----------------------------

The age-related changes in processing speed that were observed in this study were most prominent for speeded perceptual and motor tasks with limited executive function demands. We excluded people with evidence of mild cognitive impairment in this study, which may have limited age-related changes in functions such as working memory. Therefore, the generalizability of our results may be limited to relatively healthy older adults. In addition, there may be additional demographic factors that affect age-related changes in processing speed that we were not able to examine in our sample of 42 adults. For example, a larger number of older adults may have provided the opportunity to observe gender effects on vascular health and cognition (Raz et al., [@B47]). However, the results of this study are consistent with previous work demonstrating age-related changes in perceptual speed measured with the Connections Simple test, but not in working memory and response inhibition functions that are measured by the Connections Complex test (Salthouse, [@B56]). In addition, our study included subjects from across the adult lifespan and was not a study of changes in processing speed that occur in the oldest adults. Associations between brain morphology and processing speed across the adult lifespan were examined in this study because people exhibit changes in processing speed by the 4^th^ decade of life (Salthouse, [@B56]). Indeed, we observed evidence of cross-sectional perceptual and motor processing speed decline by 40 years of age.

We were able to identify unique associations between gray matter variation and processing speed using SBM with images that were carefully co-registered using the DARTEL procedure. These methods enabled us to disentangle and remove anatomical variation that could have otherwise obscured associations with processing speed. For example, we were able to determine that associations between gray matter and processing speed were unique to specific patterns of gray matter atrophy and not dependent on global changes in volume. While the DARTEL procedure appeared to successfully address the challenge of normalizing the images of older adults exhibiting large ventricles, there were white matter regions that were classified as gray matter (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This occurred in regions where there was WMH evidence of cerebral small vessel disease (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}; Kennedy and Raz, [@B34]). By using SBM, we were able to identify this WMH-related segmentation error and demonstrated that these WMH effects were relatively independent predictors of processing speech compared to other brain regions exhibiting associations with processing speed.

The SBM procedure also identified patterns of structural covariance that are consistent with spatial patterns of functionally correlated brain regions. There was substantial spatial overlap between *component 1* and the regions of the "default mode network" (Raichle et al., [@B45]; Greicius et al., [@B23], [@B24]; Beckmann et al., [@B6]; Damoiseaux et al., [@B17]; Calhoun et al., [@B10]; Skudlarski et al., [@B62]), which was strongly associated with total gray matter volume. We also observed patterns of visual cortex (Beckmann et al., [@B6]; De Luca et al., [@B18]), cerebellar (Beckmann et al., [@B6]; Habas et al., [@B26]), anterior insula and parietal cortex (Beckmann et al., [@B6]; Damoiseaux et al., [@B17]), and bilateral temporal and prefrontal cortex (Beckmann et al., [@B6]; Habas et al., [@B26]) that have been related to functional networks. These observations are generally consistent with evidence for substantial overlap between spatial patterns of structural networks and low frequency fMRI functional data (Honey et al., [@B31]). Common patterns of spatial variance could reflect underlying connections (e.g., gray matter *component 4* and white matter *component 2*), regions that vary together in the amount of neuropil and vascular support (e.g., gray matter *component 1*; note too that regions of the default mode network have been shown to be interconnected; Greicius et al., [@B24]), or are anatomically unconnected and driven by effects of cerebral small vessel disease that are in consistent locations across people (e.g., gray matter *component 7*).

Cerebral small vessel disease
-----------------------------

One goal of this study was to determine the extent to which cerebral small vessel disease was related to structural changes within specific neural systems and slowed processing speed. Cerebral small vessel disease, as defined by the presence of WMH, was related to perceptual and motor processing speed and gray matter *component 7*. The association between processing speed and WMH is consistently reported in the literature (Gunning-Dixon and Raz, [@B25]) and robust in our sample given that all three WMH measures used in this study (qualitative assessment of WMH load, regional likelihood of WHM, and voxel-wise WMH mapping) were related to processing speed.

WMH are often diffusely observed throughout the white matter but there are periventricular regions that are consistently affected in people (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A). These effects were identified in *component 7* where there were regions that had to undergo significant deformation during normalization and where WMH were observed. For example, Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} (orange arrows) indicates that anterior periventricular white matter regions were included in the gray matter *component 7* where there was a relatively high probability of WMH (Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}A -- orange arrows).

Cerebral small vessel disease appears to have cascading effects on brain morphology that include declines in frontal white matter, decreased *N*-acetylaspartate, a widening of sulcal width, and as a result slowed processing speed (Kochunov et al., [@B35]). In this study, people with WMH had less gray matter in ACC and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, as well as slowed perceptual and motor processing speed. Atrophied gray matter within dorsolateral prefrontal cortex regions has been shown to exhibit reduced activity during working memory tasks in older adults with WMH (Nordahl et al., [@B42]). While the results of this study are consistent with the hypothesis that cerebral small vessel disease limits the role of ACC and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to guide performance during cognitive tasks, there is a possibility that other etiological factors mediate the relation between age-related changes in prefrontal cortex and processing speed given the correlational design of this adult lifespan study.

Age-related changes in perceptual and motor versus executive processing speed
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We expected to observe an age-related dissociation where a sensory and/or motor component would relate to perceptual and motor processing speed, while a frontal component would relate specifically to executive processing speed. Instead, the cerebellar and frontal components uniquely predicted perceptual and motor processing speed, while a component involving the anterior insula and caudate (*component 6*) predicted executive processing speed but this relation was not dependent on age. Perhaps age-dependent changes in executive processing speed would have been observed had the sample included people over 80 years or who exhibited evidence of mild cognitive impairment.

One assumption in defining the cognitive demands of the Connections Simple task is that it involves limited executive demands (e.g., working memory or response inhibition). The task still requires, however, decision making and planning. In that context, the ability to stay focused on the task and prepare a response may be dependent on frontal networks that are affected by cerebral small vessel disease. This may explain the age-dependent association between performance on the Connections Simple and the Numbers Reversed working memory tasks in this study and previous findings linking cerebral small vessel disease to changes in working memory (Nordahl et al., [@B42]). Alternatively, age-related variance in working memory could simply be accounted for by perceptual and motor contributions to processing speed in this sample.

The cerebellum and slowed processing speed
------------------------------------------

One important and novel finding in this study is that perceptual and motor processing speed performance was predicted by a gray matter component largely represented by the cerebellum. The role of the cerebellum in rapid information processing and modifying motor function in response to sensory and perceptual feedback (Ivry, [@B32]) is broadly consistent with the behavioral demands of perceptual and motor processing speed tasks. Indeed, processing speed has been related to the degree of task-related cerebellar activation in healthy adults (Genova et al., [@B21]), variation in cerebellar fractional anisotropy in young adults (Bohr et al., [@B8]), and cerebellar lesion patients (Archibald et al., [@B1]).

Cerebellar morphology has been associated with cognitive abilities (Eckert et al., [@B20]; Chen and Desmond, [@B13]; Desmond et al., [@B19]; Steinlin, [@B63]) and the cerebellum exhibits distinct patterns of structural and functional connectivity with motor, sensory, and attention-related cortical regions (Kelly and Strick, [@B33]; Habas et al., [@B26]; Krienen and Buckner, [@B36]) that would be critical for using perceptual information to optimize motor control. In this study, the cerebellar regions contributing the most variation to *component 4* were hemispheric crus 1 and crus 2 regions that have been reported to exhibit functional connectivity with parietal cortex (Habas et al., [@B26]) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Habas et al., [@B26]; Krienen and Buckner, [@B36]). These cerebellar and frontal/parietal regions also exhibit elevated and correlated activity when subjects must integrate spatial orientation and velocity information to predict where an object will appear (O\'Reilly et al., [@B43]), a task that is somewhat analogous to the processing speed tasks used in this study whereby subjects must anticipate and orient to the location of the next object to perform a rapid yet controlled hand and arm movement. Interestingly, cerebellar *component 4* also included a left intraparietal sulcus region, further suggesting that we observed structural networks that overlap spatially with functional networks. Together these findings guide the prediction that aging disrupts the coordination of cerebellar and frontal/parietal regions, with slowed motor and perceptual processing speed as a consequence.

Age-related declines in cerebellar gray matter volume have been reported previously (Sullivan et al., [@B64]; Good et al., [@B22]; Lee et al., [@B38]; Raz et al., [@B46]; Harris et al., [@B27]). However, the significance of these changes has not been clear. Disrupted coordination between cerebellar and frontal/parietal regions could explain, in part, why some older adults demonstrate slower rates of perceptual-motor learning (Rodrigue et al., [@B51]). Reduced cerebellar volume has been associated with age-related declines in procedural learning (Raz et al., [@B48]), an estimate of spatial intelligence (Lee et al., [@B38]), and a study on age-related changes in gait control has linked cerebellar morphology to impaired motor speed and balance (Rosano et al., [@B53]). In accordance with the findings from this study, WMH did not explain the relation between cerebellar hemisphere volumes and motor function reported by Rosano et al. ([@B53]). While the etiological factors driving age-related changes in cerebellar morphology are yet to be determined, oxidative stress is one factor contributing to cerebellar aging in rodent models (Lee et al., [@B37]). Interestingly, a physically active lifestyle compared to a sedentary lifestyle in rodents is associated with reduced DNA oxidation (Cui et al., [@B16]). In humans, older adults who exercise may experience limited declines in cerebellar morphology (Colcombe et al., [@B15]), thereby limiting age-related declines in processing speed (Rikli and Edwards, [@B50]).

Conclusion
==========

The results from this study demonstrate that age-related declines in processing speed stem from changes in at least two different networks: (1) a putative frontal network related to cerebral small vessel disease and (2) a putative cerebellar network that was not affected by cerebral small vessel disease. There remained unexplained variance in perceptual and motor processing speed suggesting that the full impact of cerebral small vessel disease may have been under-estimated and that additional factors that may further elucidate age-related changes in processing speed. For example, the white matter components identified in this study were not strong predictors of processing speed even though WMH had a relatively large impact on perceptual and motor processing speed. Direct measures of changes within major fiber bundles may be more sensitive to age-related changes in processing speed (Kennedy and Raz, [@B34]). In addition, the changes in GABAergic function within sensory cortex observed in rodents (Caspary et al., [@B11]) may decrease the quality of perceptual representations and as a consequence slow information processing. Nonetheless, the results of this study highlight targets for limiting the effects of age on perceptual and motor processing speed. Interventions designed to improve perceptual-motor integration through cerebellar plasticity may limit the global declines in cognition that are often attributed to declines in processing speed.
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